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Abstract

The anterior temporal lobe (ATL) is engaged in various types of semantic dimensions.

One consistently reported dimension is social information, with abstract words

describing social behaviors inducing stronger activations in the ATL than nonsocial

words. One potential factor that has been systematically confounded in this finding

is emotional valence, given that abstract social words tend to be associated with

emotional feelings. We investigated which factors drove the ATL sensitivity using a

2 (social/nonsocial) × 2 (valenced/neutral) factorial design in an fMRI study with rela-

tively high spatial resolutions. We found that sociality and valence were processed in

different ATL regions without significant interactions: The social effect was found in

the left anterior superior temporal sulcus (aSTS), whereas the valence effect activated

small clusters in the bilateral temporal poles (TP). In the left ATL, the social- and

valence-related clusters were distinct from another superior ATL area that exhibited

a general “abstractness” effect with little modulation of sociality or valence. These

subregions exhibited distinct whole-brain functional connectivity patterns during the

resting state, with the social cluster functionally connected to the default mode net-

work, the valence cluster connected to the adjacent temporal regions and amygdala,

and the abstractness cluster connected to a distributed network including a set of

language-related regions. These results of activation profiles and connectivity pat-

terns together indicate that the way in which the left ATL supports semantic

processing is highly fine-grained, with the neural substrate for social semantic effects

dissociated from those for emotional valence and abstractness.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Our conceptual knowledge of the world around us, including objects,

events, and abstract thoughts, lays the foundation for our daily behav-

iors. How such knowledge is stored and processed in the human brain

has been extensively studied in the past few decades. Accumulating

evidence shows that distributed, dissociable brain areas support

different types of knowledge, such as animate versus inanimate

objects, abstract versus concrete concepts, and social versus nonsocial

words (Simmons, Reddish, Bellgowan, & Martin, 2010; Striem-Amit,

Wang, Bi, & Caramazza, 2018; Wang, Conder, Blitzer, & Shinkareva,

2010; Zahn et al., 2007). Intriguingly, the anterior temporal lobe (ATL)

is a brain region that has been broadly implicated in these semantic

networks (for reviews see Lambon Ralph, Jefferies, Patterson, &

Rogers, 2017; Xu, He, & Bi, 2017). While the ATL has been found to

be composed of various “fine-grained” structures, such as thoseXiaosha Wang and Bijun Wang contributed equally to this study.
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having sensitivity to different input modalities (Skipper, Ross, & Olson,

2011; Visser & Lambon Ralph, 2011) and different connectivity pro-

files (Binney, Parker, & Lambon Ralph, 2012; Jackson, Hoffman,

Pobric, & Lambon Ralph, 2016), the organizing principle of various

semantic dimensions has been a central issue in understanding the

mechanisms of semantic processing in this area. When studying these

specific semantic dimensions, other semantically relevant dimensions

tend not to be held constant. This practice raises the question of

whether multiple semantic dimensions are localized in the same ATL

region and are driven by the same mechanisms, or whether the ATL

contains different clusters showing sensitivity to different semantic

dimensions. Here, we focus on the social-related semantic dimension

as a testing case for this general issue.

It has been shown that semantic judgment of social word pairs

(e.g., words describing human characteristics, such as “honor-brave”)

elicits stronger activations than those not typically or distinctively in

reference to humans (e.g., “trainable-ridden”) in the superior ATL,

along with other regions, such as the posterior temporal and inferior

parietal regions (Binney, Hoffman, & Lambon Ralph, 2016; Lin et al.,

2018; Zahn et al., 2007). One dimension that may underlie at least

some of the ATL preferences for the so-called social semantics is

emotional valence, which tended to be confounded in previous stud-

ies. In one set of social/nonsocial words developed by Zahn and col-

leagues and repeatedly used in several studies (Binney et al., 2016;

Ross & Olson, 2010; Zahn et al., 2007), social words were associated

with positive (e.g., “honor”) or negative (e.g., “impolite”) feelings,

whereas valence information was not mentioned for nonsocial words.

The ATL social effect may not be affected by the polarity of valence,

as it is found in both positive and negative concepts (Zahn et al.,

2007), but it is unknown whether it is actually driven by the presence

of emotional valence.

The confound of emotional valence in the ATL social effect is

problematic especially because independent evidence suggests the

involvement of the ATL in valence processing of words (Crosson

et al., 1999; Ethofer et al., 2006; Kuchinke et al., 2005), but see Citron,

Gray, Critchley, Weekes, & Ferstl, 2014; Hamann & Mao, 2002). The

potential dissociation of social and valence processing in the ATL is

also supported by recent anatomical and functional connectivity stud-

ies that parcellated the temporal pole (TP, the anterior portion of the

ATL) into subregions connecting with regions involved in social and

emotional processing (Fan et al., 2014; Pascual et al., 2015). One

study reported that the left ATL responded to social/emotional, social,

and object sentences in descending order (Mellem, Jasmin, Peng, &

Martin, 2016). However, the three conditions also varied by other

confounding variables (e.g., social content and concreteness ratings

between the social/emotional and other conditions; unmatched

valence between the social and object conditions), rendering the

results difficult to interpret.

In this study, we first examined the effects of sociality, valence,

and their potential interactions in the ATL using a

2 (social/nonsocial) × 2 (valenced/neutral) factorial design in an fMRI

experiment. Note that social knowledge has been very broadly

defined, from the mere presence of persons (Mellem et al., 2016;

Norris, Chen, Zhu, Small, & Cacioppo, 2004), to the biographical infor-

mation of specific persons (Simmons et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2017),

and to socially interactive behaviors or properties (Zahn et al., 2007).

Here, we focused on a specific type of “social” words, that is, those

whose referents are meaningful in the context of interpersonal inter-

actions (Binder et al., 2016; Lin, Bi, Zhao, Luo, & Li, 2015), to explicitly

address the aspect of social interactions and to avoid the further con-

founding of additional semantic dimensions across conditions. We

then tested the relationship between these dimensions and the well-

documented abstractness preference in the ATL (Binder, Desai,

Graves, & Conant, 2009; Wang et al., 2010), given the discussion

about whether the abstractness preference is in fact driven by social-

ity and/or valence (Kousta, Vigliocco, Vinson, Andrews, & Del Campo,

2011; Zahn et al., 2007). Both the left and right ATL were of interest

in this study, given the previous evidence of bilateral ATL involvement

in social and emotional processing (Olson, McCoy, Klobusicky, & Ross,

2013; Pobric, Ralph, & Zahn, 2016; Rice, Ralph, & Hoffman, 2015).

Whole-brain analyses, as well as resting-state functional connectivity

analyses seeding from the ATL clusters with potential different func-

tionalities, were further carried out to better understand the extent to

which these clusters were indeed associated with the brain networks

for the corresponding functionality (Lambon Ralph et al., 2017; Pass-

ingham, Stephan, & Kötter, 2002; Simmons et al., 2010). A relatively

high spatial resolution (2 mm3) multi-band fMRI sequence was used to

better reveal the potential fine-scale effects.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Twenty-three healthy college students (11 males; mean age

22.17 years, ranging from 19 to 29 years) participated in the fMRI

experiment. The students were all right-handed, native Chinese

speakers, and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study

was approved by the Human Subject Review Committee at Peking

University, and all participants provided informed consent. One sub-

ject was excluded from data analysis because of a possible arachnoidal

cyst in the right frontal lobe.

2.2 | Experimental design

We adopted a 2 × 2 factorial design with four concreteness-matched

conditions of relatively abstract words: Social valenced (S+V+,

e.g., “honor”), social neutral (S+V−, e.g., “duty”), nonsocial valenced

(S−V+, e.g., “miracle”), and nonsocial neutral (S−V−, e.g., “content”).

We included an additional condition of concrete object words

(e.g., “spoon”) to test the relationship between sociality/valence and

general abstractness effects. For stimulus selection, we collected rat-

ings of 633 two-character Chinese nouns on the following three prop-

erties: Sociality (how often the meaning of a noun involves an

interaction between people (Binder et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2015),

1 = never, 7 = always), valence (1 = negative, 4 = neutral, 7 = positive),

and concreteness (1 = very abstract; 7 = very concrete). We recruited
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26, 33, and 31 college students for the above ratings, respectively,

and computed the mean ratings for each word. Triplets were then

generated with words from the same conditions, each consisting of

one probe word and two choice words with one semantically related

with the probe (target) and the other semantically unrelated

(distractor).

The final stimulus set included 100 triplets, 20 triplets per condi-

tion. Triplet examples, ratings, and word frequency are provided in

Table 1. The three words in each triplet were always from the same

semantic condition except for some choice words (≤4). Some probe or

target words were repeated as distractor words in other triplets. The

numbers of words repeated were comparable among conditions (S+V

+ = 8, S+V− = 10, S−V+ = 7, S−V− = 6, Object = 8). A full list of the

stimuli can be found in the Appendix.

Sociality ratings were matched for the two social and the two non-

social conditions (Bonferroni-corrected ps = 1, post hoc Bonferroni

tests following one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA], same below),

with the social conditions being significantly more social than the non-

social conditions (ps < .001). Under valenced conditions, half of the

triplets were positive (valence ratings ≥5), and the other half of the

triplets negative (valence ratings ≤3). Valence ratings were matched

between the two neutral conditions and between positive words and

between negative words in the two valenced conditions (indepen-

dent-samples t tests, ps ≥ .12). The four abstract conditions were mat-

ched on concreteness (ps = 1) and were significantly more abstract

and more social than object words (ps < .001), which were similarly

neutral with the two abstract neutral conditions (ps = 1). All conditions

were matched on the number of strokes (ps ≥ .326).

We also collected subjective ratings from 27 college students on

word familiarity (1 = unfamiliar; 7 = very familiar), in which all words

were highly familiar (familiarity ≥5), with the four abstract conditions

matched on familiarity (although S−V+ words tended to be less famil-

iar than S−V− words, p = .051; for other pairs, ps ≥ .396) and signifi-

cantly less familiar than object words (ps ≤ .028). We primarily

matched abstract conditions on subjective familiarity ratings because

familiarity has been found to reliably affect visual word recognition

(Connine, Mullennix, Shernoff, & Yelen, 1990; Gernsbacher, 1984)

and low-frequency words are particularly subject to sampling bias

(Gernsbacher, 1984). More than one third (115) of our words were of

low frequency (occurring less than 10 times per million), including

20 words (2 S+V+ words, 2 S−V+ words, 16 object words) not

included in the existing Chinese corpus (Sun, Huang, Sun, Li, & Xing,

1997). We nonetheless compared the log frequency across conditions,

assigning the log frequency (per million) of words not included in the

corpus as 0. Social and nonsocial words were matched on frequency

(ps = 1) in the two valenced conditions and two neutral conditions.

The valenced words were significantly less frequent than neutral

words (ps < .001). Abstract words had a significantly higher frequency

than object words (ps < .001). The potential effects of word frequency

on fMRI effects were further controlled for in a validation analysis

that included frequency as a nuisance covariate (see below).

For all of the abovementioned stimulus characteristics, similarities

and differences between conditions remained largely the same at the T
A
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triplet level (i.e., values were averaged for the three words in a triplet).

Finally, to rule out the potential differences in task difficulty among

conditions, we recruited 19 college students in a pilot behavioral

experiment and ensured that the five conditions were judged with

comparable accuracy and reaction time (RT; ps ≥ .679).

2.3 | fMRI procedure

Task fMRI data were collected in a block-design paradigm in two runs.

Each trial started with a 500 ms fixation cross, followed by a word

triplet presented for 3,500 ms, with a probe word (e.g., “honor”) dis-

played at the top, and two choice words (arranged horizontally) at the

bottom (e.g., “fame” and “friendship”). Words were presented in black

“Song” bold, 36-point sized font on a gray background, with a viewing

distance of 1.1 m. Participants were asked to decide which of the

choices was more semantically related to the probe by pressing a but-

ton corresponding to each choice with the right index or middle fin-

ger. There were five trials in each block (lasting 20 s) and 20 blocks

(4 per condition) in each run. A 20-s fixation block followed every five

word blocks, and a 12-s fixation period appeared at the beginning of

each run (lasting 8 min 12 s). These procedures were implemented

using E-prime 2. Each triplet appeared once in a run, and the same

triplets were used in the two runs, with stimulus order and choice

word locations shuffled. The order of conditions was counterbalanced

within and across runs. The run order was counterbalanced across

subjects.

One subject's behavioral data were excluded from the analysis

because 31% of her responses were not recorded. Her neuroimaging

data were included in the analysis because her accuracies were high

for the trials to which she responded (94.2 and 98.6% for the two

runs), suggesting a high level of vigilance.

Additionally, all subjects participated in an emotional localizer run

(Barch et al., 2013; Hariri, Tessitore, Mattay, Fera, & Weinberger,

2002) to functionally localize emotion-related voxels in the amygdala

for resting-state functional connectivity analyses (see below; note that

the results were similar when the amygdala was defined anatomically).

The task consisted of two conditions, namely, geometric shapes and

emotional faces, and the subjects decided which of two shapes/faces

presented at the bottom was identical to the shape/face presented at

the top. The faces had either positive (happy) or negative (angry, fear-

ful, sad, or disgust) expressions, which were selected from the Chinese

affective picture system (Bai, Ma, & Huang, 2005). Shapes, positive

faces, and negative faces were presented in blocks (20 s) of five trials

(3,000 ms; interstimulus interval = 1,000 ms). There were eight face

blocks alternated with eight shape blocks in the run (5 min 40 s).

2.4 | fMRI data acquisition

MRI data were collected on a 3 T MAGNETOM Prisma MR scanner

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 64-channel head–neck coil at

the Centre for MRI Research, Peking University. High-resolution func-

tional images were acquired using a multi-band echo-planar sequence

(repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, flip angle

(FA) = 90�, field of view (FOV) = 224 mm × 224 mm, matrix

size = 112 × 112, 62 axial slices, slice thickness = 2.0 mm, voxel

size = 2 × 2 × 2 mm, multi-band factor = 2). High-resolution three-

dimensional T1-weighted images were acquired using the

magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo sequence (TR =

2,530 ms, TE = 2.98 ms, inversion time = 1,100 ms, FA = 7�, FOV =

256 mm × 224 mm, matrix size = 224 × 256, interpolated to

448 × 512, 192 sagittal slices, slice thickness = 1.0 mm, voxel

size = 0.5 × 0.5 × 1 mm).

2.5 | fMRI data preprocessing

The images were preprocessed using SPM12 (Wellcome Trust Center

for Neuroimaging, London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/

software/spm12/). For each participant's data, the first five volumes

of each functional run were deleted, and the remaining images were

corrected for head motion, spatially normalized to the Montreal Neu-

rological Institute (MNI) space via the unified segmentation procedure

(resampling into 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxel size) and smoothed with a

Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM). No par-

ticipants showed excessive head movement (<1.08 mm or 1.36�).

2.6 | fMRI data analysis

For the first-level analysis, in a general linear model (GLM)

preprocessed functional images were modeled with five regressors in

each run, one per condition (S+V+, S+V−, S−V+, S−V−, and object),

convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF).

The GLM also included six head motion parameters and a global mean

predictor of each run. The high-pass filter was set at 128 s. After

model estimation, whole-brain contrast images of each condition ver-

sus baseline were calculated for each subject. In addition, the contrast

of S−V− > Object was computed to localize brain regions of abstract-

ness, which was chosen to rule out the potential confounding effects

of sociality and valence.

For the second-level analysis, a flexible factorial design was per-

formed with sociality and valence as the within-subject factors. The

contrasts of interest were the main effect of sociality [(S+V+ & S+V−)

> (S−V+ & S−V−)], the main effect of valence [(S+V+ & S−V+) > (S+V

− & S−V−)], and the sociality × valence interaction in two directions

[((S+V+) – (S−V+)) > ((S + V−) – (S−V−)); ((S+V+) – (S−V+)) < ((S+V−) –

(S−V−))]. One-sample t-test was used for the second-level analysis of

the beta-weight images of the S−V− > Object.

To control for the potential influence of word frequency, we con-

structed a regressor containing the frequency per trial (i.e., frequency

values were averaged across the three words), convolved it with the

canonical HRF, and then included the frequency regressor in the origi-

nal GLM as a nuisance covariate.

2.7 | ATL definition

Following the discussions about the boundaries of the ATL and TP in

previous studies (Olson et al., 2013; Rice et al., 2015), we used an
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anatomical ATL mask covering the anterior portion of the temporal

lobe (Figure 1a, left panel). The mask was defined according to the

Harvard-Oxford Atlas (probability threshold > 0.2; Xu et al., 2018) as

the union set of six subregions in both hemispheres (anterior to the line

y = −24 along the ventral surface and y = −14 along the lateral surface

in the MNI space): The temporal pole, the anterior superior temporal

gyrus, the anterior middle temporal gyrus, the anterior inferior temporal

gyrus, the anterior temporal fusiform cortex, and the anterior para-

hippocampal gyrus. The mask contained 9,706 voxels in total.

Given the magnetic susceptibility artifact in the ATL, we calculated

the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) maps for each subject by

dividing the mean of smoothed time series in each voxel by its stan-

dard deviation in each run and averaging the tSNR across all runs

(Murphy, Bodurka, & Bandettini, 2007). Figure S1 shows the mean

tSNR map across all of the subjects. In the ATL, the tSNR values were

comparable with previous studies (Hoffman, Binney, & Lambon Ralph,

2015; Simmons et al., 2010) and indicated acceptable coverage.

2.8 | Statistical analysis

The behavioral data (RT and accuracy) in the scanner were compared

among the four abstract conditions (S+V+, S+V−, S−V+, and S−V−)

using repeated-measures ANOVA with sociality and valence as the

within-subject factors. The comparisons between the object and

abstract conditions were carried out using paired t tests, followed by

Bonferroni correction.

For neuroimaging data, activation maps were thresholded at

voxelwise p < .001, FWE-corrected cluster-level p < .05 (based on clus-

ter size), in the ATL mask or in the whole-brain volume. Note that

Table 2 also reports nonsignificant regions thresholded at voxelwise

p < .001, cluster size ≥10 voxels, following previous studies on social and

valence effects in words (Crosson et al., 1999; Kuchinke et al., 2005;

Zahn et al., 2007).

For regions surviving the cluster-level correction, to further visualize

their activation profiles to different word conditions and to understand

the relative specificity to the target contrast, we extracted the beta

F IGURE 1 Localization of the functional subregions in the left ATL. (a) Left: A bilateral ATL mask was anatomically defined according to the
Harvard–Oxford atlas. Only the left hemisphere is shown. Middle: Significant activation in the left ATL. Activation maps were thresholded at
voxelwise p < .001, cluster-level FWE-corrected p < .05 for the main effect of sociality (red) and abstractness (blue) and cluster size ≥10 voxels
for the main effect of valence (green), within the ATL mask. Right: Peak voxels in the left ATL in individual subjects showing the main effects of
sociality (red) and valence (green), and abstractness (blue). Individual activation was thresholded at voxelwise p < .01, cluster size ≥10 voxels,
within the ATL mask. (b–d) Bar graphs show the mean beta values per condition in a 6-mm-radius spherical ROI centered on the peak voxel of
clusters in (b) the main effect of sociality, (c) the main effect of valence, and (d) the general abstractness effect. Error bars denote the standard
error of the mean. S+V+, social valenced; S + V−, social neutral; S−V+, nonsocial valenced; S−V−, nonsocial neutral. L, left. Brain results are
displayed using Mango (Research Imaging Institute, UTHSCSA, San Antonio, TX, available at http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango/mango.html) and
BrainNet viewer (Xia & He, 2013). No significant activations were observed in the right ATL after the cluster-level correction and the results at
the threshold of voxelwise p < .001, cluster size ≥10 voxels were presented in Figure S2 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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values of each condition versus the baseline from a spherical region of

interest (ROI, radius = 6 mm, centering on the peak voxel of the cluster,

123 voxels) in individual subjects. We then performed repeated-

measures ANOVA on these beta values, with sociality and valence as

the within-subject factors. We did not report the contrast used to local-

ize the cluster to avoid circularity (Poldrack, 2007).

TABLE 2 Activations within and outside the anterior temporal lobes (voxelwise p < .001, cluster size ≥10 voxels)

Cluster name (BA)
Cluster extent
(voxels) Peak F/t value

Maxima MNI coordinates

x y z

Main effect of sociality (S+V+ & S+V− >S−V+ & S−V−)

L MTG/STG (21/22/38)*# 298 4.95 −58 −4 −16

L ANG/MOG/MTG (39/22)# 334 4.80 −44 −72 28

L. MTG (22) 15 3.55 −54 −42 0

Main effect of valence (S+V+ & S−V+ > S+V− & S−V−)

L MOG (18/19) 67 4.51 −40 −92 2

L TPOsup (38) 22 3.95 −44 8 −20

R IOG (18) 15 3.94 32 −98 −8

R TPOsup 10 3.88 42 4 −18

Sociality × valence interaction: (S+V+) – (S+V−) vs. (S−V+) –(S−V−)

L ORBsupmed/ORBsup (10/11) 61 20.85 −12 60 −6

B SFGmed/B ACG/R ORBsupmed (10/32)# 177 20.23 2 56 8

L MFG/IFGtriang 21 19.47 −44 32 28

R ANG/MOG (39) 28 19.27 42 −64 28

R OLF (25) 10 18.49 4 16 −14

L MFG (10) 12 17.16 −34 38 20

L MCG (31) 17 16.99 −6 −42 44

R SFGmed (8/9) 27 16.39 8 48 44

R MCG/PCG (31/23) 21 16.03 4 −34 32

R SFGmed/ACG 10 15.50 10 54 22

Abstractness (S−V− > object)

L IFGtriang/ORBinf/IFGoperc/TPOsup/INS (45/38/47/44/22/13)# 1,328 9.25 −52 24 8

L TPOsup/STG (38/22)* 182 7.46 −50 16 −12

L MTG (22/21/39)# 402 7.12 −58 −46 4

R cerebellum 58 5.92 24 −66 −48

L PreCG/MFG (6/8/9)# 165 5.63 −50 8 48

R INS/ORBinf (47/13)# 128 5.46 30 28 0

R cerebellum 29 5.30 −18 −48 −24

L MTG/STG (22/21) 37 5.24 −56 −28 2

R cerebellum# 126 4.71 18 −80 −36

L SMA (6) 52 4.71 −4 16 64

Brainstem 11 4.38 −2 −38 −2

L SMA (8/32) 34 4.37 −8 18 50

R PCUN (7) 18 4.34 18 −56 40

R TPOsup (38) 18 4.19 50 16 −18

L SMG/STG (40) 18 3.96 −54 −42 24

Note: * and #, areas surviving voxelwise p < .001, cluster-level FWE-corrected p < .05 within the predefined bilateral ATL mask and in the whole-brain

analysis, respectively. Areas in bold were located in the ATL mask. Three small clusters located in white matter are not shown. The anatomical regions

were identified according to the automated anatomical labeling template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). The full names of regions in the ATLs or surviving

the cluster-level correction were as follows. ACG, Anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri; ANG, Angular gyrus; IFGoperc, Inferior frontal gyrus, opercular

part; IFGtriang, Inferior frontal gyrus, triangular part; INS, Insula; MFG, Middle frontal gyrus; MOG, Middle occipital gyrus; MTG, Middle temporal gyrus;

ORBinf, Inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part; ORBsupmed, Superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital; PreCG, Precental gyrus; SFGmed, Superior frontal gyrus,

medial; STG, Superior temporal gyrus; TPOsup, Temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus. The full names of other regions are listed in the Table S3. L, left; R,

right; B, bilateral. S+V+, social valenced; S+V−, social neutral; S−V+, nonsocial valenced; S−V−, nonsocial neutral.
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2.9 | Resting-state data and functional connectivity
analysis

To understand how the ATL subregions that show sociality, valence,

and abstractness are intrinsically connected with the rest of the brain,

we computed their resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) using

a dataset of 144 right-handed healthy young participants (data from

Yang et al., 2017). All subjects provided written informed consent and

the study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the State

Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Nor-

mal University. Image acquisition and preprocessing were previously

described in detail (Yang et al., 2017). Briefly, participants were asked

to stay awake and to rest with their eyes closed during the resting-

state scan (lasting 6 min 40 s). The preprocessing steps included the

removal of the first 10 volumes, slice timing, motion correction, spatial

normalization into the MNI space using unified segmentation

(resampling voxel size was 3 × 3 × 3 mm), linear trend removal, ban-

dpass filtering (0.01–0.1 Hz), spatial smoothing (6 mm FWHM Gauss-

ian kernel) and regression of nuisance variables (including six rigid

head motion parameters, the global signal, the white matter signal,

and the cerebrospinal fluid signal).

Seed-based functional connectivity maps were calculated with the

Resting-State fMRI Data Analysis Toolkit (Song et al., 2011, http://

www.restfmri.net). Seed ROIs were obtained by creating spheres

(radius: 6 mm, 33 voxels) around the peak voxel identified in the task

neuroimaging analysis. For each subject, a whole-brain functional con-

nectivity map for a given ROI was generated by correlating the mean

time series of the seed ROI with the time series of every other voxel

in the brain. The resulting r-maps were Fisher-z transformed and aver-

aged across subjects to produce a group-level functional connectivity

map, which was transformed back to an r-map and thresholded at

0.25 to illustrate the strong positive connections (Buckner et al.,

2009; Liang, Zou, He, & Yang, 2013; Yeo et al., 2011). Considering the

ongoing debate on the global signal regression in the RSFC computa-

tion (Murphy & Fox, 2017), we repeated our analyses without global

signal regression and found similar RSFC patterns (Figure S4A). To

identify the seed-specific functional connectivity patterns, we also

performed a partial correlation analysis for a specific seed, that is, by

including the time courses of the other two seeds as nuisance vari-

ables (Striem-Amit et al., 2016).

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Behavioral results

In the scanner, participants were presented with blocks of word triplets

belonging to the four relatively abstract word conditions

(2 (social/nonsocial) × 2 (valenced/neutral)) and one object name condi-

tion. They performed a semantic judgment task, that is, to decide which

of the two choice words was more semantically related to a probe

word. As shown in Table 1, participants responded to the four abstract

conditions with comparable RTs (Fs [1, 20] ≤ 2.366, ps ≥ .140, partial

η2 ≤ 0.106, main effects of sociality/valence and their interaction,

repeated-measures ANOVA) and accuracy (Fs [1, 20] ≤ 4.176,

ps ≥ .054, partial η2 ≤ 0.173, repeated-measures ANOVA). Objects

were judged faster than all abstract conditions, and the difference

reached significance for the S−V+ words (paired t20 = 3.604,

Bonferroni-corrected p = .008, Cohen's d = 0.786; for other abstract

conditions, paired t20 ≤ 2.630, Bonferroni-corrected p ≥ .064, Cohen's

d ≤ 0.574). Objects were also judged more accurately than all abstract

conditions except for S−V− words (S−V−: paired t20 = 0.767,

uncorrected p = .452, Cohen's d = 0.167; for other abstract conditions,

paired t20 ≥ 3.100, Bonferroni-corrected ps ≤ .024, Cohen's d ≥ 0.677).

3.2 | Neuroimaging results

3.2.1 | Disentangling sociality and valence in
semantic processing in the ATL

To disentangle the social and valence information of abstract word

processing in the ATL, we examined their main effects and interaction

with a 2 (social/nonsocial) × 2 (valenced/neutral) factorial design.

Main effect of sociality

Compared with nonsocial words, social words evoked significantly

stronger activations in the left anterior superior temporal sulcus

(aSTS; voxelwise p < .001, FWE-corrected cluster-level p < .05; peak

xyz: −58, −4, −16; Figure 1a, red cluster, and Table 2). Repeated-

measures ANOVA on the activation magnitudes of each condition in

this region (Figure 1b) showed no main effect of valence or the social-

ity × valence interaction (Fs [1, 21] ≤ 1.265, ps ≥ .273). The differ-

ences between social and nonsocial words were significant for both

valenced (S+V+ vs. S−V+, paired t21 = 4.536, p < .001) and neutral

(S+V− vs. S−V−, paired t21 = 3.346, p = .003) words. In the right ATL,

no regions showed stronger activations for social than nonsocial

words at a lenient threshold of voxelwise p < .001, cluster size ≥10

voxels.

We further examined the sociality effect in only neutral words to

rule out the potential valence influence. The S+V− versus S−V− con-

trast revealed one significant cluster in the left aSTS (peak t = 4.42;

peak xyz: −58, −6, −2; 168 voxels), with 140 voxels overlapping with

the aSTS cluster identified above, which indicates that the social

effect here did not result from the presence of valence information.

Main effect of valence

At a lenient threshold (voxelwise p < .001, cluster size ≥10 voxels), a

small cluster in the left superior TP (peak xyz: −44, 8, −20; 22 voxels;

Figure 1a, green cluster; Table 2) was found to show greater activa-

tions for valenced words than neutral words. This cluster, however,

was not large enough to survive the cluster-level correction. This

region showed no significant main effect of sociality or the sociality ×

valence interaction (Fs [1, 21] ≤ 2.420, ps ≥ .135; Figure 1c). The main

effect of valence was also found in a small cluster of the right TP

(Figure S2A and C, Table 2), which could not survive the cluster-level

correction and showed no main effect of sociality or a sociality ×

valence interaction (ps > .725). These TP activations were adjacent to
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the ATL areas involved in word valence processing in previous studies

adopting similar statistical thresholds (Ethofer et al., 2006; Kuchinke

et al., 2005).

When restricting the valence effect to nonsocial words (i.e., S−V+

vs. S−V−), we found only one cluster in the left ATL with the same

peak coordinates (peak t = 4.56; 25 voxels) as above, which indicates

that the valence effect here was dissociable from sociality.

Sociality × valence interaction

No regions were found to be significant for this interaction in both

directions in the ATL even at a lenient threshold of voxelwise

p < .001, cluster size ≥10 voxels.

Individual subject analysis

Our results thus far indicated the dissociation between social and

valence effects in the ATL at the group level without significant inter-

action; while the main effect of sociality activated the left aSTS, the

main effect of valence activated small clusters in the bilateral TPs. To

test whether the dissociation was reliable at the individual level, we

localized these effects in each subject (at the threshold of voxelwise

p < .01, cluster size ≥10 voxels) and examined the overlap

(i.e., conjunction) among sociality, valence, and interaction effects.

In the left ATL, the main effect of sociality was observed in 18 sub-

jects and the main effect of valence was observed in 11 subjects. The

two effects overlapped in only one subject (10 out of 33 social voxels)

and were also dissociated in spatial locations (Figure 1a, right panel).

For the eight subjects with both effects in the left ATL, their social

peaks (mean xyz (± standard deviations, SD): −57 (± 13), −5 (± 5), −16

(± 11)) were significantly more posterior and dorsal to their valence

peaks (mean xyz (± SD): −50 (± 6), 8 (± 11), −31 (± 5); y-axis: paired

t7 = 3.127, p = .017; z-axis: paired t7 = 3.449, p = .011). A sociality ×

valence interaction ([(S+V+) – (S−V+)] > [(S+V−) – (S−V−)]) was

observed in five subjects, and the interaction in the opposite direction

was observed in 10 subjects. Importantly, in subjects showing both

interactions and main effects, the interactions did not affect the inter-

pretations of the main effects, as the overlap of these effects were

observed in only one to two subjects out of 22 subjects.

In the right ATL, activation was observed in 9 subjects for the

main effect of sociality, in 13 subjects for the main effect of valence,

and in 11 subjects for the interaction. As shown in Figure S2B, these

individual peaks were scattered throughout the right ATL, which is

consistent with the nonsignificant group-level effects. A spatial over-

lap between the two main effects (sociality and valence) was found in

only one subject (47 out of 53 social voxels), and an overlap between

main effects and interactions was found in only two subjects.

Taken together, these individual results confirmed the dissociation

of sociality from valence effects in the left ATL and the nonsignificant

group-level effects in the right ATL.

Effects outside the ATL

We performed exploratory whole-brain analyses for sociality, valence,

and their interactions (Table 2) and here reported regions surviving

the cluster-level correction. In addition to the left aSTS, the main

effect of sociality was also found in a cluster including the angular

gyrus, the posterior middle temporal gyrus, and the middle occipital

gyrus in the left hemisphere (termed as the occipito-temporo-parietal

junction [OTPJ] for convenience, Figure 2a). This region showed deac-

tivations to all of the abstract conditions, with social words showing

weaker deactivations than nonsocial words in both valenced and

neutral words (paired t21 ≥ 2.452, p ≤ .023). A sociality × valence

F IGURE 2 Whole-brain activation results. (a) Main effect of
sociality, (b) the sociality × valence interaction, and (c) abstractness.
Activation maps were thresholded at voxelwise p < .001, FWE-
corrected cluster-level p < .05. Bar graphs show the mean beta values
per condition from a 6-mm-radius spherical ROI centered on the peak
voxel of each cluster. OTPJ, occipito-temporo-parietal junction;
mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; S+V+, social valenced; S+V−, social
neutral; S−V+, nonsocial valenced; S−V−, nonsocial neutral. L, left; R,
right. Brain results are displayed using MRIcron (available at www.
mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/index.html) [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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interaction was observed in the middle medial prefrontal cortex

(mPFC, Figure 2b). This region was also deactivated by all of the

abstract conditions, showing no main effects of sociality or valence

(Fs [1, 21] ≤ 1.098, ps ≥ .307). The interaction was driven by the

opposite social effect for valenced and neutral words: Deactivations

were stronger for nonsocial than social conditions in valenced words

(paired t21 = 2.432, p = .024), and the pattern was reversed in neutral

words (paired t21 = −2.807, p = .011).

3.2.2 | The effects of abstractness in semantic
processing in the ATL

We further examined the relationship between the social/valence

effects and the general abstractness preference in the ATL. Abstract

words consistently evoked a higher activation than concrete words in

the left superior ATL (Binder et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010). How-

ever, previous studies showing the abstractness effect might have

included social words and/or words with emotional valence (Kousta

et al., 2011; Skipper et al., 2011; Zahn et al., 2007). Here, we first

localized the ATL subregion that showed a general abstractness pref-

erence and then examined its response profile to the four abstract

conditions.

Social and valence effects in the “abstractness ATL subregion”

We localized regions that showed abstractness effects using the S−V−

versus Object contrast, which was chosen to rule out the potential con-

founding effects of sociality and valence. In the ATL, this contrast pro-

duced significant activation in the left superior TP and anterior superior

temporal gyrus (peak xyz: −50, 16, −12; Figure 1a, blue cluster, and

Table 2). This region also showed stronger activations to other abstract

conditions relative to objects (Figure 1d, paired ts ≥ 7.357,

ps ≤ 3.0 × 10−7). An omnibus F test revealed no significant difference

among the four abstract conditions (F [3, 63] = 2.150, p = .103).

Abstractness was found in a small cluster in the right TP, but it did not

survive the cluster-level correction (Figure S2A and D; peak t = 4.19;

peak xyz: 50, 16, −18; 18 voxels).

Individual subject analysis

We verified the dissociation of abstractness, sociality, and valence at

the individual level. In the left ATL, abstractness was localized

(voxelwise p < .01, cluster size ≥10 voxels) in 15 subjects. For the

13 subjects with both abstractness and social effects in the left ATL

(Figure 1a, right panel), the abstractness peaks (mean xyz (± SD): −57

(± 3), 7 (± 10), −11 (± 3)) were significantly more anterior and dorsal

to the social peaks (mean xyz (± SD): −56 (± 11), −4 (± 8), −18 (± 9); y-

axis: paired t12 = 3.680, p = .003; z-axis: paired t12 = 2.405, p = .033).

For the seven subjects with both abstractness and valence effects in

the left ATL, the abstractness peaks (mean xyz (± SD): −56 (± 4), 3 (±

11), −13 (± 12)) were more lateral and dorsal than the valence peaks

(mean xyz: −45 (± 9), 4 (± 11), −31 (± 5); x-axis: paired t6 = 3.916,

p = .008; z-axis: paired t6 = 3.098, p = .021). Conjunction analyses

showed that abstractness and social effects overlapped in four sub-

jects and that abstractness and valence did not overlap in individual

subjects, consistent with their dissociation at the group level. In the

right ATL, 13 subjects exhibited abstractness effects with their peaks

scattered throughout the superior ATL (Figure S2B), consistent with

the nonsignificant effect at the group level.

Abstractness outside the ATL

Whole-brain analysis (Figure 2c and Table 2) of the S−V− versus

Object contrast showed that the left superior ATL cluster was a sub-

peak of a larger cluster with peak coordinates in the left inferior fron-

tal gyrus. Significant activations were also observed in the left

posterior middle temporal gyrus, the left precentral gyrus extending

to the middle frontal gyrus, the right insula, and the right cerebellum.

3.2.3 | Validation analysis: Controlling for the
potential effect of word frequency

Words in the four abstract conditions were carefully matched on sub-

jective familiarity and behavioral responses, not on word frequency

for valenced and neutral words. Here, we performed a validation anal-

ysis to control for the potential influence of word frequency on fMRI

results by including word frequency in the GLM as a nuisance

variable.

Previous fMRI studies observed word frequency effects in several

brain regions including the left inferior frontal and occipito-temporal

regions (Chee, Venkatraman, Westphal, & Siong, 2003; Hauk, Davis, &

Pulvermüller, 2008; Schuster, Hawelka, Hutzler, Kronbichler, &

Richlan, 2016), not in the ATL, which is the region of interest in the

current study. In this validation analysis, increasing word frequency

was significantly associated with higher activation in the left inferior

frontal gyrus and with lower activation in the bilateral occipital–

temporal regions (Figure S3A and Table S1), but not in the ATL, even

at a lenient threshold of voxelwise p < .001, cluster size ≥10 voxels.

The results of sociality, sociality × valence interaction, and abstract-

ness were similar to the main analyses (Figure S3B–E and Table S1).

The main effects of valence, which may be particularly subject to fre-

quency effects, were found in three small clusters in the left ATL in

this analysis, with two clusters similar to the clusters reported in the

main analyses and the third cluster (peak x y z: −46, 8, −30, 54 voxels)

similar to those previously reported in the literature (Ethofer et al.,

2006; Kuchinke et al., 2005).

3.2.4 | Resting-state functional connectivity patterns
of distinct ATL subregions

To test whether the different ATL clusters that showed sociality,

valence, and abstractness are associated with different brain networks

of the corresponding functions, we examined their resting-state func-

tional connectivity (RSFC) patterns in 144 young healthy subjects.

The regions showing the strong positive connections with the ATL

clusters are displayed in Figure 3a and Table S2 (group-averaged con-

nectivity strength R > 0.25). The social aSTS ROI (center voxel: −58,

−4, −16) functionally connected with the homologous ATL in the right

hemisphere and the bilateral precuneus/posterior cingulate gyri,
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medial frontal cortex/anterior cingulate gyri, and the posterior tempo-

ral and inferior parietal regions (termed as the aSTS-network). The

valence ROI (center voxel: −44, 8, −20) was functionally connected

with the bilateral ATLs extending to the insula and inferior frontal

gyrus, and the left amygdala. The abstractness ROI (center voxel: −50,

16, −12) was functionally connected with the bilateral inferior frontal

gyri, posterior superior temporal gyri, supramarginal gyri, middle tem-

poral gyri, and supplementary motor areas. Given the regional adja-

cency and overlapping connectivity patterns between these ROIs, to

examine the region-specific connections, we carried out partial corre-

lations when computing connectivity for one seed region with the

time courses of the two remaining ATL subregions as covariates. The

connectivity maps remained largely unaffected except that there was

less overlap in the temporal lobe surrounding the seed regions

(Figure 3b).

The RSFC maps in Figure S4 show connectivity patterns

thresholded at the conventional threshold in the RSFC analysis

(voxelwise FWE-corrected p < .05, cluster size >10 voxels). While the

social and abstractness clusters showed similar connectivity patterns

(with greater spatial extents), the valence cluster connected with

many other regions, including some regions in the aSTS-network (with

smaller spatial extents than regions connected with the social ROI)

and the bilateral amygdala (Figure S4B). Interestingly, for region-

specific connections (Figure S4C), the connections of the social ROI

with the aSTS-network regions persisted, as did the connections of

the valence ROI with the bilateral amygdala, which is indicative of the

respective connections of the two regions with different networks.

To further understand the relationship between the ATL and the

regions involved in general emotional processing, we specifically

tested the RSFC of the three ATL subregions with the emotion-

sensitive regions in the bilateral amygdala defined by an independent

nonverbal emotional localizer. In agreement with previous reports

(Barch et al., 2013; Hariri et al., 2002), our functional emotional

localizer, contrasting emotional faces with geometric shapes, elicited

robust activations (Figure S5A) of the bilateral amygdala (left amyg-

dala, peak t = 10.02, peak xyz: −22, −6, −16, 65 voxels; right amyg-

dala, peak t = 11.49, peak xyz: 20, 0, −16, 143 voxels; voxelwise

FWE-corrected p < .05) and the ventral temporal cortex, which are

likely due to visual perceptual processing of faces given that the

localizer did not control for basic face processing. Comparison of the

RSFC between the bilateral amygdala clusters and the three ATL sub-

regions showed that the (verbal) valence ATL cluster, compared with

the social and abstractness clusters, was more strongly connected

with the bilateral amygdala regions (paired t143 > 4.060, ps < .001,

Figure S5B). These results were similar when the amygdala was

defined anatomically.

4 | DISCUSSION

The ATL is a crowded brain area for semantic processing, involved in

multiple types of semantic information, which need to be carefully dis-

entangled. Considering the confound of emotional valence in previous

studies of social words in the ATL, in this study, we orthogonally

manipulated these dimensions in a 2 × 2 factorial design to examine

F IGURE 3 Resting-state functional connectivity maps of the ATL subregions for sociality, valence, and abstractness. Functional connectivity
was computed by a direct correlation between the time course of a seed region with that of each voxel in the brain (a) or by a partial correlation
analysis, in which the time courses of the remaining two ATL subregions were controlled for (b). Mean connectivity maps are shown here at a
threshold of 0.25, cluster size >10 voxels. L, left; R, right [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the influence of sociality and emotional valence on the ATL activity in

semantic processing of abstract words at the 2 mm3 fMRI resolution

scale. We found that the left ATL processed sociality and emotional

valence in different locations and without significant interactions.

Social words evoked stronger activations in the left aSTS compared

with nonsocial words, with high consistency across individuals. The

valence effects were much less clear, tending to activate a small clus-

ter in the superior portion of the left TP at the group level, with large

individual variations. These two regions are functionally and anatomi-

cally distinct from a more general “abstractness” ATL cluster, which

was not modulated by the social or valence contents of the abstract

words. These three ATL subregions, although anatomically close to

each other, were intrinsically connected with different functional net-

works. Below, we discuss these regions/dimensions in turn.

4.1 | Sociality effects in the left anterior superior
temporal sulcus

The left aSTS showed stronger activations to social words than to

nonsocial words, regardless of whether the words were valenced

(“honor” > “miracle”) or neutral (“duty” > “reason”). The social effect

cannot be attributed to emotional valence, concreteness, familiarity,

word frequency, or task difficulty, which were carefully matched

between social and nonsocial conditions. As described in the Introduc-

tion, “sociality” has been operationalized in different ways in the liter-

ature and roughly falls into two aspects: Person-related (with or

without referents about interactions with other persons), or interper-

sonal interactions (without reference to specific persons). We explic-

itly chose items entailing the latter to be more in line with the

conventional understanding of “social”. The majority of the 120 social

words in our experiment were social products, rules, or properties that

emerged from interpersonal interactions (e.g., “honor” or “duty”), and

the observed social effects likely reflected general social knowledge

pertaining to interactions among animate entities. Only four words in

our stimuli referred to social groups (3 S+V+ words: talents, tyrant,

and gangster; 1 S+V− word: civilians). Thus, the social effects in our

blocked design are unlikely to be driven by social group effects as pre-

viously reported (Contreras, Banaji, & Mitchell, 2012).

What is the relationship between the social semantics preferred by

the left aSTS found here and those involved in social interactions? Sev-

eral recent studies have examined the neural correlates of real-life

social interactions (e.g., Eisenberger, Inagaki, Muscatell, Haltom, &

Leary, 2011; Hughes & Beer, 2013; Schindler, Kruse, Stark, & Kissler,

2019), contrasting the same words in different social contexts (perspec-

tive taking; i.e., subtracting out the words' general semantic activation),

and reported widespread activations in regions such as the medial pre-

frontal or anterior cingulate cortex depending on the specific contrast

of interest, but not the left aSTS. Our experiments here, being inter-

ested in the representation of social information in general word

semantics, contrasted different words (with or without social knowl-

edge) in neutral contexts. Therefore, the brain regions activated in our

study and in social processing studies could be different due to differ-

ent experimental tasks and contrasts. The left aSTS found here has not

been reported in experiments using nonverbal person-related stimuli

(e.g., human voices, faces, or biological motion; Deen, Koldewyn,

Kanwisher, & Saxe, 2015) or cartoons depicting social interactions

(Centelles, Assaiante, Nazarian, Anton, & Schmitz, 2011; Isik, Koldewyn,

Beeler, & Kanwisher, 2017; but see Ross & Olson, 2010), either, and

seems to be located posteriorly to the TP area that stores person-

related semantic knowledge (Ross & Olson, 2012; Simmons et al.,

2010; Wang et al., 2017; Wang, Peelen, Han, Caramazza, & Bi, 2016).

On the other hand, the regions intrinsically connected with the left

aSTS anatomically overlap with the default mode network (Yeo et al.,

2011), which has been associated with a range of cognitive tasks that

are related to loosely defined social processing: Autobiographical mem-

ory retrieval, prospection, theory of mind (Spreng, Mar, & Kim, 2008),

social interaction perception (Centelles et al., 2011; Iacoboni et al.,

2004), and human-specific interaction (Schindler et al., 2019). Taken

together, it is possible that this aSTS region processes social semantics

that are abstracted away from perceptual aspects (e.g., the human form

or motion) of interpersonal interactions, but are tightly related to

regions preferentially responding to social interaction, together forming

a network for social processing. Indeed, clinical case studies have docu-

mented both dissociations (Feinstein, Adolphs, Damasio, & Tranel,

2011) and associations (Zahn et al., 2009) between semantic knowl-

edge and real-life social/emotional behaviors.

The lack of sociality effects in the right ATL is worth further dis-

cussion given that previous studies have observed the involvement of

the right ATL in social processing. For instance, clinical studies in

patients with frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTD) suggest that

right ATL integrity is crucial in social/emotional behaviors (Edwards-

Lee et al., 1997; Rankin, Kramer, Mychack, & Miller, 2003). Such

results might not be driven by semantic impairments. Zahn and col-

leagues explicitly examined social word processing in FTD patients

and found that at the group level patients with right ATL hyp-

ometablism were more impaired on social words than on animal func-

tion (nonsocial) words (Zahn et al., 2009). Close scrutiny of individual

cases, however, shows that right ATL hypometabolism is not neces-

sary or sufficient to cause social word selective impairment. In the

neuroimaging studies, the activation of the right ATL to social seman-

tics was not shown in some studies (the current study, Ross &

Olson (2010), and the social vs. animal function word contrast in

Binney et al. (2016), but see Zahn et al. (2007) and the social

vs. matched abstract word contrast in Binney et al. (2016)), and what

drives such a discrepancy remains to be resolved. Note that trans-

cranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to both the left and right ATL in

healthy subjects significantly impaired social word processing (Pobric

et al., 2016), and it is not clear whether both are necessary or the

results are driven by the intrinsic functional connectivity between the

bilateral ATLs. That is, while the left ATL is consistently implicated in

processing social- and emotional-word meanings across neuroimaging

and TMS studies, the effects of the right ATL are much less robust.
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4.2 | Valence effects in the temporal poles

Unlike the robust, consistent effects for social semantics, an emo-

tional valence effect was found in small clusters in the superior por-

tion of the bilateral TPs, which did not survive the cluster-level

correction at the group level and showed large individual variations

anatomically. The neural correlates of emotional valence effects have

been extensively studied using nonverbal stimuli (e.g., emotional

faces), which revealed consistent involvement of the frontolimbic

regions, such as the amygdala, but inconsistent lateralization

depending on specific brain regions or tasks (Duerden, Arsalidou,

Lee, & Taylor, 2013; Lindquist, Satpute, Wager, Weber, & Barrett,

2016; Sergerie, Chochol, & Armony, 2008; Wager, Phan, Liberzon, &

Taylor, 2003; also see our functional localizer results). In comparison,

emotional valence effects using words showed less consistent and

much weaker effects (Citron, 2012), with some studies reporting weak

(not passing stringent whole-brain correction thresholds) activations

in the left or bilateral TP with peak coordinates similar to findings

(Ethofer et al., 2006; Kuchinke et al., 2005). The RSFC results that the

left TP area had stronger connectivity to the clusters in the bilateral

amygdala than the other ATL seeds indicated the difference

(in activation pattern) and association (in connectivity pattern)

between emotional contents conveyed by images and words. None-

theless, given the weak strength and individual consistency of the

valence effects, future studies with larger sample sizes are needed to

further understand this effect (possibly by defining the valence-

sensitive TP subregion functionally in individual subjects; Fedorenko,

Hsieh, Nieto-Castañón, Whitfield-Gabrieli, & Kanwisher, 2010) and to

investigate the cognitive factors that give rise to the inter-individual

variations.

4.3 | Abstractness in the left superior ATL

Abstractness in the left superior ATL has been consistently reported

in the literature (Binder et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2010). Abstract

words differ from concrete words in a wide range of dimensions,

including various types of semantic (e.g., higher loadings on social and

emotional contents, lack of sensory referents) and linguistic features

(e.g., heavier reliance on linguistic information; Barsalou & Wiemer-

Hastings, 2005; Binder et al., 2016; Kousta et al., 2011; Paivio, 2013;

Recchia & Jones, 2012; Wang et al., 2018). Researchers observing

social effects in the ATL have speculated that the abstractness in the

left ATL may be driven by the use of social words as abstract stimuli

(Skipper et al., 2011; Zahn et al., 2007), that is, reflecting a social

effect rather than an abstractness effect. Our results show that nei-

ther of these semantic dimensions fully explain the abstractness effect

in the ATL. We observed a cluster in the superior ATL that preferred

abstract words, even when they do not entail social or emotional con-

tents (S−V− words, for example, “reason”). This cluster is spatially dif-

ferent from the social and valence ATL clusters and is not modulated

by the social or emotional salience of abstract words. Although in our

study the object words tended to be judged faster than the S−V−

words, the behavioral difference is less likely to fully account for the

abstractness effect we observed, as the abstractness effect in the area

has been found to persist when reaction time was controlled for

(Binder, Westbury, McKiernan, Possing, & Medler, 2005). Of course,

the other types of semantic dimensions in which abstract and con-

crete words differ (e.g., the lack of sensory referents) could still be the

origin of the effects (Striem-Amit et al., 2018).

One tempting explanation for the abstractness effect in this area

is that it is related to language (Paivio, 2013; Striem-Amit et al., 2018;

Wang et al., 2010). This area is frequently involved in language com-

prehension tasks (Fedorenko et al., 2010; Mellem et al., 2016). Some

of the regions with which this area is intrinsically connected have

been considered to be classical language areas (the left inferior frontal

gyrus & the left posterior superior temporal gyrus; Friederici, Chom-

sky, Berwick, Moro, & Bolhuis, 2017). The supplementary motor area,

not included in the traditional language network, has been recently

found to involve in language processes for its crucial role in sequence

processing (Cona & Semenza, 2017; Hertrich, Dietrich, & Ackermann,

2016). As language is a highly complex construct with multiple com-

ponents and processes (e.g., phonological, lexical, and syntactic ones),

with these regions having multiple cognitive functions (both linguistic

and nonlinguistic), the exact representations underlying the observed

abstractness effect remain to be articulated and tested.

5 | CONCLUSION

To summarize, our results and those in the literature converge to

show that the ATL is a crowded brain area with fine-grained substruc-

tures that process different dimensions of semantic knowledge. In

addition to the three dimensions shown here, previous studies also

reported the involvement of the ATL in artifacts (Bi et al., 2011),

unique entities (Ross & Olson, 2012; Wang et al., 2016), concrete

words in general (Hoffman et al., 2015; Striem-Amit et al., 2018), and

object perceptibility (Striem-Amit et al., 2018; for a review, see

Lambon Ralph et al., 2017). These dimensions also tend to be associ-

ated with different large-scale brain networks, as shown here and pre-

viously (Jackson et al., 2016). The clustering of these different

semantic dimensions may make the ATL one of the ideal regions to

represent a multidimensional semantic space in a population-coding

fashion by pooling multiple semantic and linguistic dimensions

(Xu et al., 2017). Future studies should try to understand the relation-

ships between the neuronal structures of these distinct ATL subre-

gions and their corresponding semantic dimensions, as well as the

regions outside the ATL for a given semantic dimension.
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1 荣誉 Honor 功名 Fame 友情 Friendship

2 榜样 Role model 模范 Good example 真情 True feelings
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3 责任 Responsibility 良心 Conscience 民主 Democracy

4 信用 Credibility 声誉 Reputation 礼仪 Etiquette

5 道德 Morality 修养 Cultivation 成就 Achievement

6 爱心 Kindness 慈善 Charity 信用 Credibility

7 爱情 Love 缘分 Predestinated relationship 假期 Vacation

8 节日 Festival 庆典 Ceremony 缘分 Predestinated relationship

9 婚礼 Wedding 蜜月 Honeymoon 人才 Talents

10 家庭 Family 婚姻 Marriage 荣誉 Honor

11 谣言 Rumor 假话 Falsehood 丧事 Funeral

12 谎言 Lie 骗局 Fraud 公愤 Public outrage

13 罪行 Crime 惨案 Horrible crime 诡计 Wile

14 分歧 Disagreement 矛盾 Conflict 传闻 Hearsay

15 仇恨 Hatred 敌意 Hostility 分歧 Disagreement

16 专制 Despotism 暴君 Tyrant 邪教 Heresy

17 丧事 Beravement 忌日 Deathday 债务 Debt

18 暴力 Violence 黑帮 Gangster 假话 Falsehood

19 纠纷 Dispute 债务 Debt 借口 Excuse

20 阴谋 Conspiracy 诡计 Wile 僵局 Deadlock

Social neutral (S+V−) triplets

Probe Target Distractor

1 权威 Authority 代表 Representative 社会 Society

2 团队 Team 群体 Group 隐私 Privacy

3 角色 Role 身份 Identity 民情 Situation of the people

4 地位 Status 身价 Price/wealth of somebody 舆论 Public opinion

5 收入 Income 经济 Economy 消息 Message

6 观点 Opinion 言论 Argument 群体 Group

7 生活 Life 隐私 Privacy 业绩 Working performance

8 百姓 Civilians 民情 Situation of the people 义务 Duty

9 业绩 Performance 待遇 Treatment 军事 Military affairs

10 纪律 Discipline 制度 Institution 焦点 Focus

11 媒体 Media 话题 Subject of talk 国际 International

12 关系 Relationship 网络 Network 文科 Liberal arts

13 秩序 Order 法治 Rule by law 声明 Statement

14 职务 Duty 头衔 Title 话题 Subject of talk

15 新闻 News 舆论 Public opinion 劳力 Labor

16 协议 Agreement 同盟 Alliance 印象 Impression

17 生意 Business 买卖 Deal 人品 Character

18 血统 Descent 家族 Family 市场 Market

19 社会 Society 主义 Doctrine 血统 Descent

20 供需 Supply and demand 市场 Market 法治 Rule by law

Nonsocial valenced (S−V+) triplets

Probe Target Distractor

1 活力 Vitality 青春 Youth 技能 Skill

2 神韵 Verve 光彩 Gloss 养分 Nutrient

3 环保 Environmental protection 风景 Scenery 曙光 Dawn

4 知识 Knowledge 智能 Intelligence 激情 Passion

5 天堂 Heaven 神仙 God 方向 Direction

6 能力 Ability 天赋 Endowment 梦幻 Dreaminess

(Continues)
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7 养分 Nutrient 沃土 Fertile soil 心灵 Spirit

8 时机 Opportunity 运气 Fortune 神韵 Verve

9 本领 Capability 技能 Skill 决心 Determination

10 奇迹 Marvel 魔力 Magic 资源 Resource

11 障碍 Obstacle 困难 Hardness 绝症 Fatal disease

12 干旱 Drought 洪灾 Flood 阴霾 Haze

13 疾病 Disease 伤痛 Pain 破烂 Raggedness

14 缺陷 Defect 残疾 Disability 难度 Difficulty

15 晦气 Misfortune 霉运 Bad luck 瑕疵 Flaw

16 挫折 Frustration 磨难 Suffering 伤残 Injury

17 弊端 Drawback 缺点 Weakness 死亡 Death

18 瑕疵 Flaw 毛病 Fault 干旱 Drought

19 死亡 Death 绝症 Fatal disease 错误 Mistake

20 过失 Negligence 代价 Price 糟粕 Dross

Nonsocial neutral (S−V−) triplets

Probe Target Distractor

1 系数 Coefficient 公式 Formula 技术 Technology

2 格局 Framework 整体 Entirety 句法 Syntax

3 特征 Characteristic 性质 Property 片段 Fragment

4 物理 Physics 数学 Mathematics 灵魂 Soul

5 坐标 Coordinate 位置 Location 意思 Meaning

6 概念 Concept 定义 Definition 故事 Story

7 逻辑 Logic 结论 Conclusion 品质 Trait

8 品质 Trait 风格 Style 实体 Entity

9 模型 Model 理论 Theory 神话 Mythology

10 比例 Scale 数量 Amount 软件 Software

11 状态 State 趋势 Trend 间距 Spacing

12 区别 Distinction 差异 Difference 信息 Information

13 真相 Truth 事实 Reality 方面 Aspect

14 内容 Content 含义 Implication 指南 Guide

15 思路 Train of thought 想法 Idea 世界 World

16 现象 Phenomenon 原理 Principle 体系 System

17 原因 Reason 结果 Result 状态 State

18 环境 Environment 卫生 Sanitation 趋势 Trend

19 命运 Fate 现实 Reality 原理 Principle

20 数据 Data 信息 Information 真相 Truth

Object triplets

Probe Target Distractor

1 筷子 Chopstick 勺子 Spoon 夹子 Clip

2 书包 Schoolbag 铅笔 Pencil 花瓶 Vase

3 项链 Necklace 手镯 Bracelet 耳机 Earphone

4 枕头 Pillow 靠垫 Cushion 插座 Plug-in

5 鼠标 Mouse 键盘 Keyboard 算盘 Abacus

6 毛巾 Towel 牙刷 Toothbrush 书包 Schoolbag

7 粉笔 Chalk 板擦 Board eraser 眼镜 Glasses

8 鱼竿 Fishing rod 船桨 Quant 拖把 Mop

9 相机 Camera 胶卷 Film 枕头 Pillow

10 蜡烛 Candle 火柴 Match 吸管 Straw

(Continues)
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11 圆规 Compasses 尺子 Ruler 蜡烛 Candle

12 剪刀 Scissors 胶布 Adhesive tape 项链 Necklace

13 钥匙 Key 钱包 Wallet 手套 Glove

14 手链 Bracelet 戒指 Ring 相框 Photo frame

15 扫帚 Broom 拖把 Mop 镰刀 Sickle

16 水壶 Kettle 杯子 Cup 雨伞 Umbrella

17 纽扣 Button 拉链 Zipper 粉笔 Chalk

18 信封 Envelope 邮票 Stamp 手镯 Bracelet

19 照片 Photo 相框 Photo frame 书本 Book

20 锤子 Hammer 铁钉 Nail 光盘 CD
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